INTRODUCTION
The detection of a flaw embedded in large-grained material using high-resolution broadband ultrasonic pulses is hindered by high amplitude interfering echoes (speckle) due to the unresolvable grain boundaries. The application of an optimal linear processor in this case is complicated by the fact that statistical parameters of the grain noise are not known a priori.
In this paper a nonlinear operation, which calculates the geometric mean, is applied to the multiple observation detection problem consisting of frequency diverse data with unknown variances. A theoretical analysis indicates that the detection performance of geometric mean algorithm is robust over large variations in noise power, and experimental results for one and two-dimensional ultrasonic signals, indicate that the performance of the geometric mean actually improves as more observations with increasing noise power are included.
FREQUENCY DIVERSE SIGNAL PROCESSING
A number of techniques have been developed in the past to suppress the grain noise and enhance flaw visibility. These techniques include conventional linear (bandpass) filtering [I] and nonlinear frequency diverse statistical filtering [2] [3] . An implementation of the frequency diverse statistic filter is shown in Fig.l . The sampled broadband input signal x(k), consisting of flaw and grain echoes, is filtered into N narrowband signals using parallel bandpass filters (BPF) with different center frequencies fi, and fixed bandwidths b. The resulting signals are transformed back to the time domain and the N narrowband time signals, x 1 (k) ... xN(k), are processed to produce the output time signal y(k).
In the past, several operations have been evaluated such as the arithmetic mean, the median, the polarity thresholding and the absolute-minimization. Considerable success has been reported in flaw visibility enhancement using these frequency diverse statistic filtering techniques [2] [3] [4] , but their performance was shown to be highly sensitive to the processing parameters (i.e. the spectral region used for processing, and the frequency increment between adjacent windows). While schemes for choosing the optimal frequency increment and bandwidth have been suggested [2] [3] , the choice of the spectral region usually has been made by trial and error. Recently, adaptive methods for automatic parameter selection based on order statistic properties of the filtering process have been suggested [5] . Although adaptive approachs for the frequency diverse statistic filtering have resulted in limited success, robust techniques are still desirable for reduced computations and guaranteed performance bounds. The two signal processing schemes compared in this work are the arithmetic mean, given by: (1) id and the geometric mean given by: (2) where the Xi (k)'s represent samples from N different frequency ranges, at the same time instance. It should be noted that the arithmetic mean acts as a bandpass filter when the frequency range of the input data is limited, since it linearly combines the sampled waveforms from the different spectral regions of the input data. The results presented in this paper demonstrate that geometric mean processing can result in a significant signal-tonoise ratio enhancement with insensitivity to signal processing parameters.
TIIEORY
In this section the robustness of the geometric mean and arithmetic mean filter performance is compared. The values of the frequency diverse ensemble of sampled signals are described by N independent Gaussian random variables. Although the independence assumption is not accurate in practical implementations where the frequency diverse filters overlap, this assumption significantly simplifies the mathematics without loss of generality. The correlation between the overlapped frequency regions will result in the reduction of the theoretical number of independent frequency channels (N).
At each sampling instant, the following hypothesis testing model is used, where Ho is the hypothesis that the received signal is due to grain echoes only, and H 1 is the hypothesis that the received signal is due to the flaw plus grain echoes. The joint pdf of N independent frequency diverse channels for Ho and H1 can be represented by:
where N(·) is the normal distribution with observation vector X(k) (elements correspond to the frequency diverse measurements, Xi(k), as shown in Fig.1 ), mean vector Mj (k), and diagonal covariance matrix L. Let the standard deviation on each channel be cr1, 0"2 ... , O"N, and the mean vector
When a flaw echo is present at given position corresponding to k, a coincidence of the signal peak occurs in each frequency observation at k. This peak coincidence occurs because the flaw reflects signal energy as an optical (geometric) reflector. Therefore, this phase coherence results in a nonzero M1(k), and the elements represent the average value of the signal in each frequency range. Now when only unresolvable scatterers (grain boundaries) are present in a given resolution cell, no such peak coincidence occurs. In this case the phase of the reflected signal is uniformly distributed between -180 and + 180 degrees (scatterers are considered in the Rayleigh region) over the frequency diverse observations [6] . Therefore, this lack of phase coherence results in a zero vector for Mo(k).
As samples are taken from higher frequency regions (smaller wavelengths), the grain echoes become stronger (scattering is approaching the resonance region) and significantly degrade the flaw echo peak coincidence over frequency. If the average grain and flaw size are unknown a priori, the upper bound on a frequency region with a relatively high flaw-tograin echo ratio is cannot be predetermined. Therefore, a robust processor can guarantee a minimum performance value in testing material where little is known about the grain and flaw sizes.
To demonstrate robustness, the corruption due to observations with low flaw-to-grain echo ratios from the higher frequency regions, will be modeled with decreasing the mean values for H 1. In addition, the increasing power of the grain echoes, relative to the flaw echo, will be modeled as an increasing variance. The performance will be plotted as a function of increasing the frequency observations with smaller mean values for the flaw echo and greater signal variance. The covariance matrix for both H 1 and H2 is assumed to be the same.
The measure used to demonstrate the relative performance of the geometric mean and arithmetic mean filter is the Fisher's criterion defined by [7] : (4) where myi and O"yi are the output mean and variance given Hj. An increased F indicates an improvement in the separability between the hypotheses Ho and H 1 . To calculate F, the mean and variance must be calculated for the arithmetic and geometric mean filter outputs.
The output means and variance for the arithmetic mean operation are given by: where mi and O"i are the mean and standard deviation of the ith window output. For convenience the k dependency notation of the mean for H 1 has been dropped. It also can be shown that the output mean of the geometric mean filter operator for H 1 is:
where: The Fisher's criterion was evaluated as a function of mean vectors and covariance matrices with dimensions increasing from 20 to 70. Each new element was added to the M1 and :E according to the exponential relationship shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (b) . The resulting Fisher's criterion is plotted in Fig. 3 for the arithmetic and geometric mean.
The performance for the arithmetic mean starts off significantly better than the geometric mean when all variances are the same. But as the variance of the additional observations increase, a dramatic decrease in the performance of the arithmetic mean occurs. Beyond 37 observations, the geometric mean maintains a consistent performance level while the performance of the arithmetic mean continues to decrease.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental data was obtained using a 5 MHz ultrasonic transducer. The received echoes are digitized at a sampling frequency of 100 MHz and each measurement is averaged 200 times to reduce time-varying noise. Fig.4(a) shows the received signal obtained from a cylindrical shaped stainless steel sample of average grain size 160 J.UD and a 4.22 mm diameter flat-bottom hole located at a depth of 67.3 mm from the front surface, whose echo is completely masked by the grain noise. Fig.4(b) is the arithmetic mean filter output for the 658 1.0 r---------------, spectral range of 1.17 -3.12 MHz, with window center frequency separation of 48.8 KHz and bandwidth equal to 0.293 MHz. The geometric mean filtering based on the above parameters also results in satisfactory flaw enhancement as shown in Fig.4(c) . However, if the spectral range of 0.488 -5.37 MHz is used, the geometric mean filtering results indicate an improved performance (shown in Fig.4(e) ), whereas the arithmetic mean fails to decisively detect the flaw (shown in Fig.4(d) ).
From the above results, it is observed that the improvement achieved by the arithmetic mean filtering is strongly dependent on the frequency range selected, since the flaw signal and grain noise have different spectral characteristics. Therefore, the improvement for the arithmetic mean filter is mainly due to the bandpass filtering effect, which significantly reduces grain noise when the frequency range is accurately selected. The choice of frequency range affects the performance of the geometric mean algorithm to a significantly lesser extent, thus exhibiting a more robust performance. Experimental data from other stainless steel samples have been examined to verify the above results.
The experimental performance for the two algorithms were evaluated based on the normalized signal-to-noise ratio defined by: 
where Tis the flaw location and P is the flaw width. The normalized SNR vs. A frequency range [i.e (fN-f 1 ) MHz centered at 1.95 MHz] is plotted in Fig.5 . Note that the geometric mean filter generally outperforms the arithmetic mean filter and is robust with respect to the frequency range. Although the arithmetic mean filter is used here for comparison purposes, the conclusions also are generally valid for the nonlinear frequency diverse algorithms such as polarity thresholding, median and minimization [1] .
B-scan images for the same steel sample and flaw are shown in Figs.6. The B-scan images displayed here use 256 gray levels. The experimental data was obtained using a 1/2" diameter 5 MHz unfocused KB-Aerotech Alpha transducer with the scan plane parallel to the flat-bottom hole surface. The images presented here are comprised of 64 equally spaced (0.375 mm) A-scans, each consisting of 512 data points obtained at a sampling frequency of 50 MHz. The unprocessed image consists of a series of A-scans as shown in Fig. 6(a) for the stainless steel sample with a 4.2 mm diameter flat-bottom hole located at 67.1 mm depth and an average grain size of 106 Jlm. Fig. 6(b) is the arithmetic mean filter output for the optimal axial frequency range 0.73-1. 
CONCLUSIONS
The performance of the frequency diverse geometric mean filter was examined both theoretically and experimentally. The comparison of these results with the arithmetic mean filter indicates that geometric mean provides generally superior and more robust performance with respect to frequency range.
